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Introduction 
 
 

“Waste no more time arguing about what a good man should be. Be 

one.” Marcus Aurelius 

 

I want you to know first and foremost that this book isn’t about weight loss. It isn’t even 

about influencing your choice toward any particular product, exercise program, diet plan 

or anything like that. 

It is about the tenets of change I embraced and my journey through each of them. To 

illustrate that, I am going to tell you how my story began, the transformation I 

experienced (which included weight loss), and what I did to get there. Applying these 

tenets will likely take you in a much different path than it took me. After all, we all 

don’t have the same burdens, dreams or even purpose. But should you implement 

these five tenets below into your life, I promise you will discover a whole new set of 

open doors, a whole new zest for life, but better yet, you will realize a whole new self-

love and respect. 

Back in December 2012, I stepped on the scale and a whopping 230 lbs was staring at 

me from my behind my toes. I remember 5, 10 and even 15 lbs creeping up on me and 

thinking, I can lose those in no time. But this was a different story: I was staring at 40lbs 

over my “ideal healthy” weight. This was beyond the “weekend overload”. It was 

officially time to consider making very tangible changes NOW! That was scary and at 

the time it seemed like a long shot. But it was worth it because I wanted to live.  

My 40th birthday was quickly approaching and as many of us tend to do, I was looking at 

this milestone with mixed emotions. Sure, my career was going well, however, I was not 
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only struggling with my weight but several other health concerns had reared their head. 

My blood pressure was borderline to high, I had started physical therapy on my knees to 

figure out random swelling and my hips and shoulders were in constant pain.  

One morning I was getting ready and as usual, the handles of my dresser drawers 

jingled ever so slightly as I gathered my clothes. My daughter Isabella, who was six at 

the time, stated to me, “I’ve always LOVED the sound of those handles in the morning 

because when I hear it I know you are awake”. She said this without much ceremony 

but it penetrated my heart and mind. This little soul loved me more than I could even 

comprehend at this time in my life. I knew right then that I had to make permanent 

lifestyle changes so that I could be around for my children for a long time to 

come.  

I didn’t take the normal approach to weight loss this time. Frankly, I hardly ever take the 

normal approach to anything, including the reason I was 40 lbs overweight to begin 

with. Now, my ultimate goal was not only to lose the weight; it was to dig into the 

reasons I got this way to begin with. Was I unhappy? Depressed? Lonely? Did I need 

a different job? I was on a relentless pursuit not only to change my weight, but also to 

change my life so this wouldn’t happen again. I had NO IDEA what was really about to 

happen! 

When we want to lose weight, our normal approach is to focus on what we believe to be 

the main culprit of our weight gain, FOOD!  And while what we put in our bodies is very 

important, several other factors are just as, if not more, important to losing weight. The 

levels of “nourishment” we receive from our relationships, career, physical activity and 

spiritual practice, are also key in helping us make the right choices in the way we eat 

and perhaps most importantly, stick to them. 

This requires a shift in the way we think. We must find ways to change hardwired 

habits and lifelong patterns. Sometimes these are habits and patterns we may not even 

be capable of seeing on our own in our present thinking. In order to become aware of 

these patterns we must make changes in different areas of our life. We must 
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change our thinking, choices and feelings about our relationships, career, physical 

activity and spirituality. 

This led me to implement the five changes I made to lose those forty pounds (which to 

this day are still gone), which also led me to many other positive changes I did not even 

anticipate.  

This guide is for you to learn how to apply these tenets into YOUR life and for you to 

experience your OWN transformation. My journey is only to serve as an example of 

what “could be” and not as a “what will be”. Your transformation may or may not involve 

“weight management”, because maybe that area of your life is fine, but if you are 

seeking change, then a balance in all these other areas may be worth exploring. 
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Let’s dive into my 5 tenets of change individually: 

• Meditation 

• Daily Activity 

• Eating Right 

• Addiction Awareness 

• Relentless Pursuit of Self-Improvement 

By taking this multi-faceted approach to changing your life, you are able to bring all 

areas into better balance and create a self-sustaining way of living.  

Over the next few pages, I will expand on each of these at length, starting with 

meditation. Meditation has been key in changing the habits and lifelong patterns that 

had me trapped in creating my life based on my past. I will dive into my experience with 

meditation and provide you with references to the workshops and books that played a 

leading role in changing my thought patterns, and consequently, in changing my life. 
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1- Meditation 

 

I started with 10-minute meditations sitting on my bed, focusing on my breath. 

I have written about having a daily meditation practice many times because it is the 

most important thing that I have added to my routine. A daily meditation practice keeps 

me on track when things get sideways in life. 

The first type of daily meditation I tried was focusing on my breath for ten minutes, 

right before bed. Within the first few days of taking time for myself and paying attention 

to my breath, there were periods that were free of thought. It was as if all of the thoughts 

and worries that constantly ran through my mind, stressing me out, were simply absent. 

This brief absence was sublime, energizing and restored me to a wholeness of which I 

had forgotten possible. 

This feeling of wholeness is exceptionally difficult to capture accurately with words. The 

feeling is similar to awakening from most restful nap, transcending time, being 

completely recharged and excited with an understanding that EVERYTHING is OKAY. 

That you are integrally connected to the divine intelligence or quantum field that keeps 

you breathing, that handles trillions of functions within your body every second at the 

cellular level, that creates galaxies and stars millions and billions of miles away. That 

you are a revered instrument in this orchestra called life. 
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Within a few months of starting my daily meditation practice, I discovered a mentor 

in Dr. Joe Dispenza. His books and workshops on how daily meditation could change 

your life appealed to my analytical nature. A best-selling author and speaker featured in 

the movie “What the Bleep Do We Know”. He travels the world teaching students how to 

change their minds and change their world. How we are able to rewire our brains 

through daily meditation so that we break free from the old patterns and old habits 

that run our lives. That these habits and patterns are the past creating more of the same 

in our future and that we can shift the things we create. 

I attended my first workshop in April 2013. It was inspiring to see so many people in 

attendance, more than 250 people motivated to create positive changes in their lives! 

People who believed that by changing the way they think, feel and act that they can 

improve their experience in life! Banners lined the walls educating on the flow of 

thoughts – to emotions – to actions. Illustrating how the same thoughts created the 

same experiences in our lives, day after day! More importantly, that by changing these 

thoughts we can create new experiences. 

The workshop is a two-and-a-half-day event starting Friday night and running through 

Sunday. Filled with the science, stories and explanations on how the mind creates our 

reality and how we are able to change our thoughts and change (read IMPROVE) that 

reality. Science backs every step of the process. If you are as analytical as I am, this is 

a great way to learn how meditation can affect your life in a positive way. 

Along with the lecture and stories, experiential meditation techniques allow you to get 

beyond the analytical mind and truly rewire the brain to change the old patterns and 

beliefs that may be limiting your full potential. In moving beyond the analytical mind in 

meditation, we are able to make meaningful change to the structure and wiring of 

the brain. Because of the profound effect of these meditation techniques on my life, 

here is a personal recollection of my first life-changing event that occurred at a 

Progressive Workshop led by Dr. Joe. 

https://rf127.isrefer.com/go/home/cecilbuck/
http://amzn.to/2j1j6mT
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The energy in a group meditation with 250 plus people exponentially enhances my 

experience. At my first Progressive, I had an experience that truly opened my eyes to 

the power of this practice. We had learned a new breathing technique to liberate energy 

trapped in the body as old habits and patterns and had completed this breath before the 

meditation. During the meditation, I felt calm, peaceful and present. Suddenly, a 

vibration of absolute bliss bloomed in the right hemisphere of my brain. 

This was a wonderful feeling; no concern at all went through my mind even though it 

was such a novel feeling in my body. How could this be happening just sitting here in 

the present moment? A discernible sensation was occurring in my brain and I had no 

idea why or how it was occurring. What was clear was that something was changing for 

the better. Our bodies reward us when something is beneficial and warn us when 

something is harmful. This was the best reward I had experienced in 20 years! 

Looking back and knowing what I know about how our brains function I now believe this 

sensation may have been partly due to the amount of novel information I had been 

absorbing over the weekend combined with a master teacher and high-energy group of 

meditators. I was feeling the sensation of breaking free of the old patterns and old 

beliefs that I allowed to run my life. Here I was sitting with my eyes closed with 250+ 

other people, actually changing my life. I was changing my story and my body was 

responding. 

After this experience, I could never go back to living my life in the same monotonous 

way again. I could not go back to creating my life by default, not paying attention to my 

thoughts, to poisoning my mind with negativity, complaining, or other negative behaviors 

almost as if they were a badge of honor. I realized that I could flip my entire way of 

being on its head and create a way of living that is positive, life affirming, joy 

producing and could serve as an example to others who were looking for a way to truly 

experience their life with happiness and contentment! 

Meditation keeps me balanced, compassionate, patient, and resilient. We all have 

challenges; we all will continue to have challenges. What we realize through daily 
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meditation practice is that we are able to pull ourselves back into a positive emotional 

state much more quickly than our minds were capable of before incorporating a daily 

meditation practice! We do not need to dwell in anger, sadness or frustration. We are 

able to, through daily meditation, shorten the length of time we spend in these stressful 

states and live in coherent, positive, high frequency state of being that enhances our 

lives and the lives of those around us. 

 

Call To Action 

Set 5-10 minutes aside this evening, before bed, to meditate. Find a quiet space, 

like maybe sitting on the side of your bed, your home office or a quiet room. You can 

meditate with or without music. If you'd like to mediate with music, you can download an 

app like Stop, Breathe & Think (free), or just find some meditation music on your phone 

YouTube channel. However, music is not necessary, just helps tune out the background 

noise sometimes. Set a timer for 10 minutes and simply practice breathing. Focus on 

your breath going in, and going out. When thoughts about your day come marching in, 

that's ok, acknowledge the thoughts and let them pass. Keep bringing your mind back to 

how you are breathing. In other words, try not to start solving problems or making plans 

right now. Simply breathe in and breath out, for 10 minutes. That's it. Try this once a day 

this week and see how it feels. 

  

http://www.stopbreathethink.org/
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2- Walking 

 

I started with a quick 20-minute walk every day. 

You may be asking yourself, “How can a daily, twenty-minute walk outside actually 

make a difference in my life?” The fact of the matter is that any change you make in 

your life that you are able to sustain on a regular basis over the long term will add up 

incrementally to create significant and drastic changes in your health and in the way that 

you feel. This holds true for positive changes in our lives and for the not so positive 

changes in our lives. For example, the effects of sitting too much, over many years, can 

have significant health risks. In the same way, walking as little as 20 minutes each day 

can have a significantly positive impact on your health. 

The key here is daily! Why am I not encouraging you to go to the gym? To a yoga 

studio? To find the top CrossFit training center in your area? Because all of these 

options allow for so many excuses NOT to do your daily exercise, not to get out and 

move, not to get out and connect with nature. If you can put on your shoes and walk out 

your front door and make that a habit, then you eliminate nearly every excuse that you 

can come up with when you have to get in the car, drive to the gym, change your 

clothes, shower afterwards, what a pain in the ass. Nobody got time for that! 
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Don't get me wrong! At this point in my life, I am a dedicated Yogi, traveling to a yoga 

studio that I love on, a regular basis. I thoroughly enjoy investing this time in my health. 

However, when I first started making changes in my life, I did not have the 

determination or willpower to maintain a schedule or do the things required for an 

exercise program outside of the home. This five part series is all about self-

supporting lifestyle changes. These changes needed to be simple to accomplish yet 

tremendously beneficial and self-sustaining in the long term. A daily, twenty-minute walk 

fits this requirement. 

Can you walk on the treadmill? Absolutely! If you happen to have one at your house. 

However, walking outside is especially helpful to your health. Connecting with 

nature while exercising is good for both your physical and mental health. You are able 

to view the world in motion, appreciate the sunset or sunrise, and watch the birds and 

animals in their natural state. Walking outside also avoids the mundane. Even if you 

walk in your own neighborhood, you will find many different routes to explore. 

Discovering new routes will solidify your routine as a part of your life. Mix it up! 

Did you know that walking can provide the same health benefits as running without 

the impact? It is true! Walking can improve cardiovascular health, improve mood, 

maintain a healthy weight, improve balance and coordination, helps prevent or manage 

heart disease, type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure and other conditions, and 

strengthens your muscles and bones. One technique I use when I will not have a full 

twenty minutes to go for a walk is to walk around my office building a couple of times 

every time I need to take a bathroom break. Over the day, this adds up to MORE than 

twenty minutes. If the weather permits, you can go OUTSIDE and explore a route 

around the building or parking lot (stay safe!). 

What do you mean you can't stand walking? Okay, okay, I get it, walking might not be 

for everyone. The point here is to find something that you can do in your home or 

right around your home that eliminates any excuse that you can come up with not to 

get active in your life. Getting active is one of my key tenets of mindful, healthy living. 

Getting active is not optional! Perhaps you find a DVD yoga routine that you truly enjoy, 

http://www.naamyogaaz.com/
http://www.naamyogaaz.com/
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or even better, find one on YouTube that you can do every day right on your laptop/TV 

app. If not yoga on YouTube, maybe it is Tai Chi, or a CrossFit routine that does not 

require anything other than the video and your body. The point here is to be moving 

every day. 

 

Call to action:  

Challenge yourself to a daily, twenty-minute walk each day for the next five days 

and see how you feel. Sit down and write down the reasons you want to make changes 

in your life to become a more mindful, healthful and spiritual person. When you think 

you have your list of why, ask yourself why two more times. The first thing that comes to 

mind is not usually the true reason you crave change in your life. 
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3- Eating Right 

 

Have you ever attempted a diet only to fail after a short period? The problem with 

“diet” is the temporary nature of the approach. For most of us, it represents a short fix to 

a weight issue or goal, a short-term shift in our way of eating. We MUST change our 

perspective on the food we WANT to put into our body for long lasting results! We 

accomplish this through mindful eating. 

First, we MUST change our perspective on food. We do this by discovering the 

reason WHY we are deciding to eat (and live) mindfully. In the Mindful Performance 

Course I teach, the FIRST activity we go through is finding our WHY! We ask ourselves 

why we are making the change, repeatedly, until the answers surprise us with the high 

charge of emotion. This exercise uncovers deeply emotional reasons to stay on track 

and make the shift necessary to see the food we put in our body mindfully. 

What is mindful eating? It is a continual AWARENESS of the food we put in our body. 

The ways to eat to accomplish specific physical, mental and spiritual goals seem 

endless. However, here are a few basics I always share with my coaching clients and 

classes. 

• Add veggies to each meal (focus on adding health instead of eliminating what 

you can’t have) 
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• Include lean sources of protein in each meal 

• Drink more water 

• Cut out processed foods (i.e. sugar, flour, artificial preservatives, harmful 

chemicals) 

The benefits of mindful eating are numerous and unless you live under a rock, you know 

most of them by now. Heart and cardiovascular health along with a healthy weight are 

the most common. Do you know that eighty percent of our weight is due to the 

food put into our body?! Work out all you want but if you are not eating the right 

foods, you will not attain your goals. 

Not only are the right foods key, but also the quality of the food you eat affects many 

things in your body. You will notice this when you eat sugar rich foods with a quick burst 

of energy, possibly euphoria and then a big drop in motivation and level of alertness. 

This may seem nominal at first. However when you consider that the brain, which 

weighs a mere 3 pounds, utilizes 20% of the energy consumed by the entire body you 

realize the direct connection between the quality of your food and your ability to function 

at a high level! This energy forms your thoughts, emotions and formalizes your 

responses (or reactions) within your entire life! 

Our choice of food helps determine what our body signals us to eat at our next snack or 

meal. Foods high in carbohydrates cause our body to crave the same type of foods 

sooner than we should! Choosing higher protein and complex carbs help our body 

maintain a consistent glycemic index, which allows us to fend off cravings for unhealthy 

carbs. 

As mentioned above, the number of ways to eat mindfully are numerous enough to be 

overwhelming. In addition, the media bombards us with new studies on healthy eating 

that contradict the previous diet or health finding before. To cut through this we must 

realize that the food industry funds many of these studies and that a whopping 90% of 
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the studies help promote the studies sponsor! This article from NPR highlights the 

blatant manipulation of the facts and how over 50 years ago the sugar industry 

manipulated the research to blame fat, instead of sugar, in heart disease. 

My recommendation to combat this is to stick to the basics above when it comes to 

eating. If a new way of eating appeals to you, look at the research before you 

experiment with it for yourself. Explore ways of eating, listen to your body, track calories 

or keep a food journal to accomplish specific goals. If you seek, you will find that sugar 

is the culprit for many of our struggles with health. Decades have been spent blaming 

fat for these struggles but sugar is the true cause of obesity, heart disease and most of 

our challenges. 

 

Call to Action 

Take the time to write out your goal around eating. Ask yourself why you want to 

accomplish this goal and write that down. Repeat this until you unearth the true reason 

for eating mindfully. Expect to find a deep and potentially unexpectedly powerful reason 

laying four or five layers below your initial goal. This will fuel your passion for becoming 

mindful. Take advantage of this new motivation and inspect your breakfast as a starting 

point. Experiment for two weeks with healthy changes to this one meal and track your 

results. You will be amazed at the results! 

  

http://www.npr.org/2016/09/17/494360187/industry-influence-in-nutrition-research
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4- Addiction  Awareness 

 

My addiction was alcohol. Of course, it started out innocently although I started early, 

trying my first drink around the age of 11. Over the next few years, I would seek out the 

opportunity to drink with friends whenever we could get out hands on alcohol. It soothed 

the anxiety I often felt during day-to-day life. When I was able to drink, everything else 

fell away. All the worry, self-doubt, boredom, and emptiness almost immediately 

vanished with a drink or more. Usually more.  

Throughout high school and college, binge drinking became more and more the norm. 

Without regular access or funds, my consumption would usually be to the extreme 

excess when booze was available. At the time, I thought that everyone was drinking like 

me but that simply was not the case. I was one of the few blacking out or missing class 

the next day due to hangovers.  

A high-speed rollover car accident nearly killed me when I was seventeen after a night 

of drinking. The angels were with me that night as I lay trapped, pinned under a Buick, 

half way out the passenger window with the roof in my back and the door crushing my 

chest. Hardly able to breathe I somehow managed to scream at the top of my lungs that 

I did not want to die. I repeated that mantra externally or internally, I cannot be sure of 

which, until the Jaws of Life pried the car away from my body.  
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Sensing the car off my chest, I looked forward to taking a full breath of air! I was instead 

met with excruciating pain as the inhalation tried to expand bruised lungs, broken ribs 

and a broken back. Surviving this accident was a true-life miracle as the car would 

have severed my body in half had it rolled a sixth time. I am grateful beyond words to be 

here today. 

Unfortunately, this did not reduce my desire to drink, to try to fill the seemingly endless 

hole I felt when sober. Only my budget slowed me down when it came to consumption. 

The fact that I kept up on bills and rent was my assurance that I did not have a problem 

with alcohol. This restriction also set me on a path to improve my lot in life so that 

income was less and less a factor in consumption. As you can imagine this is a double-

edged sword.  

As my career advanced, I was no longer limited to when I could drink. By my late 

twenties, I considered it quite normal to drink on a daily basis. The only restricting 

factors being family time and the need to be able to function the next day at work, which 

I thought was managed quite well. This fact assured me for years that my behavior was 

not a problem. That I was not a drunk like the one we read about that had hit bottom 

and needed help.  

During my thirties, the understanding that I likely had a problem was quite clear to me. 

The harder I pushed myself physically with drinking, the more it became a secret 

badge of honor. This wicked cycle of self-punishment and reward repeatedly wore me 

down to a point so that I would make a change and cut back on drinking only to get 

sideways and be drinking daily again after a relatively short amount of time.  

I employed all of the tricks to gain some handle on the drinking. Taking a break for thirty 

days, switching the type of alcohol consumed, pacing the drinks to no more than one 

every hour. On and on it went. More and more it became clear to me that this “badge of 

honor” might likely put me in the grave. My family has a history of alcoholism and 

cirrhosis so I was slowly beginning to see that I could not wait for my “bottom”. That my 
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bottom might be me dying a slow death or going insane. Alcohol is very good at causing 

both conditions.  

After more than two decades of struggle with alcohol, the impact on my mind and 

health was becoming very apparent. As I mentioned in the introduction, my weight at 

230 pounds was causing many physical problems. My knees were swelling randomly; 

my shoulders and hips were in constant pain and my blood pressure was borderline to 

high at every checkup. I could feel that something was literally about to give.  

The pain from addiction reached much further than the body, it was unfolding as 

depression and anger in my being. I orchestrated my life around how and when I could 

drink to fill the hole in my soul. Any event that disrupted this orchestra of escape 

frustrated and angered me. As alcohol had once alleviated anxiety from my life, it 

was now creating constant anxiety and depression. As I approached my 40th 

birthday, these issues weighed on me heavily.  

When I first made these changes, I did not quit alcohol but only cut back to a six-pack 

on Saturday evenings. This helped propel me to stay on track for some time. It gave me 

a glimpse into health, serenity and happiness. Unfortunately, alcohol is a subtle foe for 

some people, me included. It started sneaking back into my life on other days. Much 

more controlled than the past but still taking over my time and desires in a way that no 

longer served me. Being aware of the impact that alcohol had on my priorities was 

key in making the decision to first cut back and finally seek tools to quit.   
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I have been sober since September 9th, 2014. 

"Quitting alcohol was one of the biggest challenges I have faced 

in my life and it has propelled me forward on my path more 

than any other step I have taken, including daily meditation."  

Quitting alcohol was one of the biggest challenges I have faced in my life and it 

has propelled me forward on my path more than any other step I have taken, including 

daily meditation.  

Now you may be saying to yourself, "I don't even drink that much!" Or "I don't have a 

problem with alcohol", or maybe “I don’t drink at all!”. That might be your first response 

when you read my story above and it could certainly be true. The truth is that you are 

likely well aware of the major addictions in your life that take up more of your time than 

you would like (it does not have to be alcohol!). Those daily or weekly time wasting 

activities that call to you even when you would be would rather be doing something 

beneficial or productive. Activities that once completed leave you wondering if they were 

ever worth doing in the first place! 

Don’t like the term addiction? I completely understand. Addiction is not a word which 

most of us are comfortable. However, when I was making changes to lose weight and 

feel better I quickly realized that there were things that took up valuable time and were 

counterproductive to the changes I was making. Time that I could have been spending 

on bettering myself, spending quality time with family, walking, meditating, you get the 

picture! If there are things in your life that have gone from passions to a prison, they are 

addictions. 

What could these be? You may be well aware of the glaring addictions in your life 

such as alcohol, other drugs, cigarettes, or sugar in a specific form (read “Caramel 

Frappuccino”). What about the addictions that fly under the radar? Gaming, Facebook, 

Twitter, Snapchat, shopping, anger, and grief (YES, emotional states are as addictive 
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as drugs!). Entire blogs list the potential addictions and distractions that you may want 

to consider. Instead of reading through lists, there is a more natural way to determine 

what these stealth addictions could be. 

When you begin living mindfully, you become more aware of where you place your 

attention, energy and time. You will become aware of the activities that truly serve you 

and those that do not. By spending time in meditation, taking your daily walk, and 

looking at other areas of your life the stealth addictions will gradually become VISIBLE! 

Once observed, it is blatantly obvious that they are not beneficial. So what do you do? 

Do you cut everything out at once? No! 

The idea here is to make incremental, sustainable changes that support each other 

within your life. The “I’ll start Monday”, “I’ll start on the 1st of the month”, “New Year’s 

Resolutions" and "I’ll get it done, I swear” prioritizing must be addressed. Do you have 

any changes that fall into this level of priority? We all do! I am speaking from 

experience! Review my blog, “Five Changes I made to Lose 40 Pounds” for an 

example of self-sustaining changes that you can implement in your life immediately. 

 

Call To Action 

Pick two things in your life that take up more time than you like. Even if you once 

truly enjoyed them, include them! Next, write down several new activities like walking, 

reading, healthy cooking and meditating that you would do on a regular basis if you had 

more time! Make a choice to add these healthful activities to your daily routine, reducing 

the amount of time spent on the first two items. Remember, you must believe that your 

new schedule is possible for you to stick with the changes and remain happy. 

Start the new activities right away. If you chose a daily walk, then stop reading this 

blog immediately and get outside! I jest but you get the point. Don’t wait until tomorrow 

to start. If you decided to meditate more and watch less TV then sit for five minutes and 

http://cecilbuck.com/five-changes-helped-lose-forty-pounds/
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focus on your breath before your favorite show comes on. Continue to review your 

progress every two weeks and adjust as needed. Working with a certified Health 

Coach makes a world of difference in this process. 

As you work on these two addictions, you may notice other time wasters that you would 

have never considered addictions! How much time do you spend binge-watching Game 

of Thrones? Pokémon Go? Do you ever open up your grocery list to add an item and 

find yourself scanning for a rare Pokémon nearby, or scrolling through your Facebook 

feed (never even adding the milk to your grocery list)? These are just a few examples to 

illustrate this is an ongoing process of self-improvement. 

You see, this is not just about addiction awareness. This is about cherishing yourself 

enough to spend your valuable life seeking and finding true happiness, joy, 

peace, and fulfillment. We focus so much time in the average day on material things 

that when closely examined bring no lasting meaning to our lives. By dedicating time to 

searching out people, ideas and pastimes that provide you with true fulfillment, you are 

on your way to genuine happiness! 

  

http://cecilbuck.com/contact/
http://cecilbuck.com/contact/
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5- Self Development 

 

While the relentless pursuit of self-improvement is not the simplest step, it is key to 

making sustainable lifestyle changes. Volumes of information are available on this 

topic. This is the good news and the bad news! The bad news is that this can be 

overwhelming when looking at the number of books, news articles, and blogs that are 

available. The good news is that all you need to do is Google an area you are looking to 

improve within your life and you will have so many resources you could spend the rest 

of your life reading just on that topic. 

As a busy professional, it was difficult to imagine having the time to consume 

motivational material that would help me stay on track. Thinking of this as consumption 

is important. You see just like food, the information we expose ourselves to on a 

regular basis can be useful and healthful or negative and stressful. Since you are 

reading this .pdf, you are probably leaning towards the consumption of healthy 

information that will help you improve your life. So how do you find the time for this 

when our days seemed FILLED to the brim with other tasks? 

The approach will be different for everyone but here is how my journey accelerated. It is 

my hope that it inspires your own commitment to the relentless pursuit of self-

improvement. As the “Five Changes to Lose 40 Pounds” took shape in my life, they 

http://cecilbuck.com/five-changes-helped-lose-forty-pounds/
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naturally opened up time for different and beneficial activities. Motivational audio books 

would pump through my headphones during daily walks. Movies (e.g. Hungry for 

Change) about healthy eating and finding purpose spilled across the screen each 

Saturday night. The time wasted during my daily commute on filler radio switched to 

more educational and inspiring audio books! 

That brief description makes it seem as if several hours a day were magically available 

in my life to work on self-improvement and motivation. Don’t get me wrong, this shift 

towards balance in my life took time! Like you, my days were packed and there was no 

shortage of motivation to improve my life (i.e. career)! The problem is that for many 

years most of our efforts go into excelling at our career. This often leaves us completely 

out of balance with the people in our lives, our true purpose and our health! By taking 

time to meditate, eat better and to learn from authors, teachers, documentaries, and 

workshops, the balance between these areas of our lives will improve. 

As balance returns, you will begin experiencing true happiness on a day-to-day 

basis. You gradually discover a greater sense of purpose. Purpose that in and of 

itself keeps us motivated to improve our lives, which unlocks a wonderful cycle of 

motivation. There is often a concern among high performing individuals that as they 

balance out their life their career may suffer. This is far from the truth! Reclaiming 

balance allows us to excel with purpose and joy, helping others realize through example 

that we should relish and enjoy all areas of life! 

 

Call To Action 

Start now by adding one of the following books to your daily commute! Here is a 

short list of recommendations to get you started. I have also included references to 

some of the documentaries I watched along my journey. These will inspire you too as 

you start making adjustments to your routine. 

http://amzn.to/2auoriE
http://amzn.to/2auoriE
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Books I recommend 

You Are the Placebo by Dr. Joe Dispenza 

The Vortex by Esther and Jerry Hicks 

Excuses Be Gone by Dr. Wayne Dyer 

The Celestine Prophecy by James Redfield 

Achieving Inner Peace and Tranquility in Your Life by Brian Weiss 

Way of the Peaceful Warrior by Dan Millman 

The Untethered Soul by Michael A. Singer 

How to Sit by Thich Nhat Hanh 

Spontaneous Evolution by Bruce H. Lipton 

Breaking the Habit of Being Yourself by Dr. Joe Dispenza 

The Surrender Experiment by Michael A. Singer  

 

And, maybe watch one of these documentaries this weekend so you can start diving 

more into facts about some of the topics I've covered. Many of these are what propelled 

me to keep learning and keep changing towards a healthier more sustainable lifestyle 

Movies/Documentaries I watched  

 

Hungry for Change (2012), Directed by: Carlo Ledesma 

Happy (2011), Directed by:  Roko Belic 

I Am (2010), Directed by:  Tom Shadyac 

Food Matters (2008), Directed by:  James Colquhoun, Carlo Ledesma 

What the Bleep Do We Know (2005), Directed by William Arntz 

People vs. The State of Illusion (2012), Directed by Scott Cervine  

https://rf127.isrefer.com/go/yaphardcover/cecilbuck/
http://amzn.to/2mgefkk
http://amzn.to/2aJpcos
http://amzn.to/2lReiqv
http://amzn.to/2aJo8B0
http://amzn.to/2aWP5Vj
http://amzn.to/2aBvR3e
http://amzn.to/2aBwp9k
http://amzn.to/2apNIio
http://amzn.to/2mQ4mgl
http://amzn.to/2lR8IED
http://amzn.to/2auoriE
http://amzn.to/2aup4c5
http://amzn.to/2aJoQhP
http://amzn.to/2auorzo
http://amzn.to/2lR3dWi
http://amzn.to/2mg5Kpg
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In Closing 

 

Finding my why was THE underlying factor in making sustainable changes in my life. 

My poor living choices had created a veil that did not allow me to see the love and the 

life that surrounded me on a daily basis. My family’s love finally broke through one 

morning with my daughter’s innocent comment about the joy she felt when I woke up in 

the morning. She relished the time we had in the mornings to talk and have breakfast 

before the rest of the family was awake. It dawned on me that though I enjoyed our time 

I was taking much for granted. 

I am fortunate that it did not take a major illness or life change to prompt the lifting of the 

veil that was in front of my eyes, preventing me from seeing what I had to live for. Their 

love became my why. This why has helped me stay on track when things are not going 

my way, when “life happens”, and when the going gets tough.  
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It is my hope that the stories and suggested changes in this book will provide you 

incremental adjustments that become sustainable, beneficial ways of living. Ways 

of living that create a sense of peace, purpose and prosperity. That you will dig in to 

finding your own why and not wait for what appears to be disaster in your own life to 

start a new way of being. Realizing that we are meant to be happy in this lifetime and 

that suffering is a state of mind.  


